GI LLIE & M AR C
LI MI TED EDITI ON PR INTS

WWW.LUXEHOME.SHOP
In search of the best

Partnering with top design houses and high-end manufacturers across Australia
and the globe, LuxeHome.Shop has access to bespoke pieces which are usually
the exclusive domain of professional interior designers and not available for
direct sale to the public.
LuxeHome.Shop connects design conscious furniture

We cover 5 main decor styles; Coastal Hamptons,

and homewares lovers to an artfully curated range of

Hollywood Regency, French Provincial, Modern Scandi

fascinating, beautiful and on-trend ranges, while offering

and Industrial Warehouse. Unlike other retailers we

a personalised concierge service, competitive pricing and

understand that our audience will have diverse and

the convenience of delivery directly to their door.

differing tastes in decor and here at LuxeHome.Shop we
cover these 5 main decor choices but with one consistent

We work with some of Australia’s largest residential and

and underlying theme - quality and luxury. So please

commercial property development groups to deliver

reach out to us today at concierge@luxehome.shop or

interior decor solutions for various projects - from hotel

call us on 02 9053-2255 and let us discuss your furniture,

and accommodation styling and fit outs, to furniture and

homeware and decor needs today.

homewares packages for display homes, and home and
apartment buyers.
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GILLIE & MARC
Gillie and Marc have been called “the most successful and prolific creators of
public art in New York’s History” by the New York Times. Creating some of the
world’s most innovative public sculptures, Gillie and Marc are re-defining what
public art should be, spreading messages of love, equality, and conservation
around the world. Their highly coveted sculptures and paintings can be seen in
art galleries and public sites in over 250 cities. They’re Archibald Prize Finalists,
were awarded the Chianciano Biennale in Italy, won People’s Choice Award in
Sydney’s Sculpture by the Sea 2 years in a row, and have earned other notable
awards and accolades.

“GORILLAS WORK HARD AND PLAY HARD”
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“KING NYANI STAYING COOL IN BLUE”

“RHINOS AT HOME IN NEW YORK”
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“HE LOVED TO DO THINGS ON A LARGE SCALE
AND SHE AGREED”

“HE WAS ABOUT TO MAKE HER AN OFFER SHE
COULD NOT REFUSE”

“HE WAS FILLED WITH PASSION AND DETERMINATION”
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“LEWIS IN SYDNEY”

Limited to just 100 prints, each print is pre numbered and these Limited edition giclée prints are produced
on Entrada Rag Bright 300gsm, 100% acid free, 100% cotton rag paper, with a 40mm white border. The
print will be wrapped in tissue before being rolled into a rigid poster tube. All prints are signed and
editioned by the artists. A signed authenticity certificate is included and the print has an embossed Gillie
and Marc logo in the corner
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“THEY WERE HAPPY TO GO EVERYWHERE”

The artists are best known for their beloved characters, Rabbitwoman and Dogman, who tell the
autobiographical tale of two opposites coming together to become best friends and soul mates. As
unlikely animal kingdom companions, the Rabbit and the Dog stand for diversity and acceptance through
love. Gillie and Marc believe art is a powerful platform for change. Their art is multi-disciplinary, paying
homage to the importance of togetherness, as well as the magnificence of the natural world, and the
necessity of preserving it – for we are it, and it is us.
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“THEY WERE LONDONERS

“THEY WERE MODERN LOVERS”

“THE PAP DOGS WERE NO ORDINARY DOGS”
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“THE LION WAS ABLE TO LIVE THE WAY HE WANTED”

“THE ORPHAN WAS LOOKING FOR A FAMILY IN LONDON”
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“THEY WERE THE ORIGINAL RHINO RIDERS”

“THEY WERE THE ORIGINAL ZEBRA RIDERS”

WE DO NOT CHARGE FOR DELIVERY OF THESE PRINTS AND SHIP AUSTRALIA WIDE
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“SHE WAS A WOMAN GOING PLACES”

“THEY ALWAYS RIDE TOGETHER IN ROME”

WE DO NOT CHARGE FOR DELIVERY OF THESE PRINTS AND SHIP AUSTRALIA WIDE
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“HE WAS THE BIGGEST GORILLA IN THE WORLD”

“THEY WERE THE ORIGINAL GORILLA STACK “
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“THE LEOPARD WAS WILLING TO DO EVERYTHING TO SURVIVE”
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Allow us to assist you with your next
project by reaching out to us at
projects@luxehome.shop or
call us on 02–9053-2255

2/397 Riley Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
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